can solve on his own as it is not bilateral in nature. While the missiles might be aimed at Japanese territory, they are intended to deter an American attack.

As for the future, with its traditional trading partners being increasingly drawn in to the global system of trade based on hard currency and market prices, North Korea will need to work harder on opening itself to Japanese trade and investment if it wants to break out of its current isolation. To do this, it is necessary to establish diplomatic relations. Now that Russia and China have relations with Seoul, cross-recognition is a fact. North Korea has a lot to gain from establishing relations with Japan, not least of which is the windfall of compensation for Japan's role in their unfortunate history. Furthermore, relations with Japan do not necessarily mean that North Korea has to reform its economy, to say nothing of its political system. Therefore, it poses no threat to the regime.

Of course, the nuclear question is proving to be the main obstacle. While it is certainly a concern to any country whether a neighbor might be developing nuclear weapons, it seems to this writer that the North Korean nuclear issue has been mishandled by the United States. The declaration that North Korea is part of an Axis of Evil and the war against Iraq, and very open and unabashed attempts to kill Saddam Hussein have convinced Kim Jong-il that is his in a struggle for his very survival. Iraq was totally defenseless after a dozen years of bombing, sanctions, and inspections, and none of its concessions to the United States were enough to stave off an invasion. Kim believes that without guarantees from the United States and the rest of the international community that North Korea's peace and sovereignty will be respected, a nuclear deterrent is his safest option. Unfortunately, what makes Kim Jong-il safer makes the world much more dangerous.

The Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea (DPRK/North Korea) has since long been in the center of international attention due to its attempts to develop nuclear weapon and its aggressive posture in international and regional affairs. There is an international, and not least a regional, fear that DPRK will acquire nuclear capability and the security consequences of this. It seems evident that DPRK has succeeded in developing rockets capable of delivering nuclear weapons and that this research has brought the North Koreans close to creating nuclear weapons. Many international actors and experts are certain that DPRK have, or is close to, developing nuclear weapons ready to strike targets outside DPRK. If these perceptions are founded in reality is difficult to asses as DPRK is an extremely closed society and little reliable information is accessible. The main question is however not so much if it has the competence, but rather how the perceptions regarding DPRK's nuclear capability from the outside world is developing. It is the idea of a DPRK with nuclear capabilities and its impact on security and stability in the peninsula, the region, and internationally that is threatening, not necessarily the weapons by themselves.

A great deal of effort has been invested, primarily by the Americans but also its allies, to prevent DPRK from acquiring nuclear capability and to create a peaceful future in the peninsula. The results have so far been mediocre and the commitments from DPRK could at best be said to be fluctuating. Despite its isolation and social and economic problems, DPRK has continued to disregard the negotiations with the US and have, according to US interpretation, violated established agreements. One shall here note that the US policy towards
the DPRK has at times also been less than cooperative, a fact that has worried the Northeast Asian neighbors, especially the Republic of Korea (ROK/South Korea). Pyongyang’s only reliable ally has traditionally been the People’s Republic of China (PRC/China). It is clear that the PRC still has a special relationship with the DPRK, and that its impact both on the political and economic systems in DPRK are substantial, but even the Chinese have recently begun to revaluate the advantages of supporting Pyongyang.

The ideological partnership between PRC and DPRK has rapidly decreased in importance as the Chinese leadership has moved into the fourth generation and distanced itself from the rigid communist system of the past. The current Chinese support for the DPRK is partly born out of the fear of having US troops at the Chinese - Korean border, but also from the fact that a collapse of DPRK would, apart from a probable war, create huge refugee waves towards the PRC’s northeastern provinces. China’s position in, and impact on, negotiations has been affected by its ambivalence towards both the DPRK and the US’s military position in the Korean peninsula. The Chinese fear that an intervention by the US would lead to the dissolution of DPRK followed by the creation of a unified Korea controlled by the Americans is also high. There is also an acute concern in Beijing over Pyongyang’s interest in developing nuclear weapons. Apart from the dangers of arming Kim Jong-Il with nuclear weapons, this would undoubtedly lead to a popular demand in Japan and the Republic of Korea to acquire nuclear capabilities. This is something that would further threaten regional security, especially according to the Chinese interpretation. The Chinese have shown an ambivalence in policy towards both the DPRK and the US, as well as the US military presence in the region and the peninsula, and the risk of a regional nuclear proliferation. This policy ambivalence has in combination with the risk of severe economic and political consequences in the case of war (and the linked refugee flows), in addition to the peacetime drain of Chinese economic resources to North Korea, made China an uncomfortable ally to Pyongyang.

Beijing has on the one hand been accused by the West to pressure Pyongyang to take a hard position against the US, rather than encouraging cooperation. But on the other hand, Beijing has also been a positive force in making the North Koreans communicating with the US. The core negotiations have been between North Korea and the US, as both parties perceive the other party as their main counterpart and are reluctant to involve other actors. Despite this, China has been an important actor in the negotiations and the interplay between China and the two core actors has been crucial in determining the outcome of the latter’s negotiations.

This article examines closer what role and impact PRC has had up to date in the negotiations between DPRK and the US with regard to the de-nuclearization and related energy questions, and what role PRC could play in the future. This as the security issues addressed is central for the possibility of security and peaceful development on the Korean Peninsula and the Northeast Asian region. A considerable number of negotiations have also been undertaken with North Korea by the ROK, Japan, and to a certain extent Russia which are important especially for the economic development of DPRK. Although these negotiations have had a possible impact on the core US-DPRK negotiations regarding the main issue of nuclear capabilities they will not be included in this article. This since the negotiations on economic cooperation is dependent on successful US-DPRK negotiations on the nuclear issue.

Other actors have also impacted on the core negotiation, but to involve the interplay between all possible actors would be too complex for the purpose of this article, which is to examine the Chinese impact.
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1 Swansström, Niklas, *Foreign Devils, Dictatorship, or Institutional Control* (Uppsala University: Department of Peace and Conflict Research, 2001).


3 Beijing has for example been an informal mediator between the two and has been a facilitating actor for both the four-party talks leading to the 1994 Geneva Agreed Framework and the more recent multi-party talks held in Beijing.
Further, the Chinese impact on negotiations and developments in North Korea and on the Korean peninsula has been substantially larger than other actors, which largely is linked to a combination of a long history of Sino-Korean relations and the role of China as a major regional power. Moreover, China's influence on the negotiations concerning nuclear issues has been substantial, and can possibly determine whether the knot will be possible to untie or not. The focus will initially be on the Sino-Korean relations as this has formed a particularly close relationship and since the US is a modern actor in the Korean peninsula, later parts will focus on the changes in the environment that has impacted the core negotiations. These changes are to a great extent Sino-American as DPRK has show to be a very closed society with little open involvement with the outside world.

Isolation and separation

The Chinese-Korean relations have not emerged out of thin air, but are in fact strongly founded in a historical relationship that has gone through occupation, cultural exchanges, warfare and cooperation. The

Japan's negotiations have centred on bilateral relations trying to reconcile a turbulent past, with limited success both due to internal constrains in Japan concerning DPRK abductions and domestic politics, and in Pyongyang's missile launches and non-confirmatory negotiation behaviour (Myonwoo Lee). The Japanese have not been allowed to participate in the core negotiations until 2003, and then against the will of the North Koreans. There have been substantial and mostly positive negotiations with the ROK on reconciliation and economic issues with varied success. Seoul has not been directly involved in the central US-DPRK negotiations until 2003 except as an US ally affecting Washington's strategy (for a detailed account see Oberdörfer, Don, The Two Koreas: A Contemporary History (New York: Basic Books, 2001). Russia has had limited relations and cooperation with Pyongyang in the 1990’s, but in 2001 President Vladimir Putin tried to repair Russia’s bilateral ties to DPRK as well as getting involved in the resolution of the Korean situation although so far with very modest success (Wishnick, Elizabeth, “Russian-North Korean Relations: A New Era?”, in North Korea and Northeast Asia, eds. Samuel S. Kim and Tai Hwan Lee (Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield, 2002)).

people of Ko Chosun, the oldest kingdom of Korea, are recorded as Tong-i, “eastern bowmen” or “eastern barbarians” in China. The eastern barbarians started to clash with the Zhou people in current China during the period of warring states (475 B.C. - 221 B.C.). This lead to an effort from the Chinese to pacify the Korean peninsula through occupation, and the establishment of four Chinese provincial commands in 107 B.C. signified the defeat of Chosun. This was the first real substantial contact between the Koreans and the Chinese empire, a contact that would be expanded into a close relationship during the coming centuries that is still of major importance. The introduction of Buddhism and establishment of Chinese structures of government and organization during the Shilla Kingdom (668-918 A.D.) and the Koryo Dynasty (918-1392) guaranteed that the cultural impact has been substantial and colors today's Korea's, although China has not itself continuously occupy the region since 1st century B.C.

The most important impact on Korean society was the establishment of a Confucian state in 1389 by General Yi Song-gye, as this turned Korea into a center for higher learning of Confucian ideology. The other major factor for the development of Korean society and mind-set is isolation, an isolation being a consequence both of continuous occupation, and self-chosen isolation that North Korea chose
after 1950. The Chinese, and later the Japanese, refused to open up Korea to the outside world and for the better part of its modern history, Korea was isolated and its development was guaranteed by outside powers. The isolation was taken so far that during the Japanese occupation, shipwrecked foreign sailors at the cost of their lives were arrested and brought to court in China, not in Korea as it was the Chinese control of Korea, shipwrecked foreign sailors at the cost of their lives were arrested and brought to court in China, not in Korea as it was closed to foreigners. The Japanese invasion of Korea in 1876 and the outright colonization of Korea that begun in 1910 was made to “open up” Korea, but the real intentions were to keep Korea closed for outside powers and to function as a springboard for the Japanese invasion of China.8

From 1910 to the defeat of the Japanese empire in 1945 the Korean state was under Japanese occupation and Korea as a political entity was non existent during this time. The Japanese occupiers did everything in their power to eradicate the Korean nationality and the terms of occupation were extremely harsh for the Korean people. This has created strong sentiments against the Japanese in both South and North Korea which has disqualified Japan as a core actor in the Korean peninsula.

The closed borders of Korea were to open up after the Japanese (and the rest of the axis-powers) capitulation in 1945. Yet, the victorious Soviet Union and the US split the country along the 38th parallel leaving the South to come under US domination while the Soviet Union controlled the North. The United Nations (UN) planned for an election to determine the status of the peninsula, but prior to the elections, on the 25th of June, 1950, Kim Il-Sung decided to cross the 38th parallel in an attempt to get control of the whole peninsula.9 Despite some initial attempts by
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Kim Il-Sung to get support from China and the Soviet Union, the invasion itself took both Moscow and Beijing by surprise.11 Despite of a great deal of reluctance to participate in the war, primarily due to domestic problems, China felt forced to assist the Communist regime in their war against the US, and on October 19, 1950 Chinese “voluntary” troops crossed the Yalu river.12 The decision to support North Korea was not necessarily for ideological reasons, but more for the fear of having the Americans dominating Korea and positioning their troops at the Chinese border.

Despite the sacrifices China made in the Korean War, Kim Il-Sung was not a very appreciated guest in Beijing. It soon became clear to China that the North Koreans would be a problem for their foreign policy, and not only towards capitalist states but also fellow communist states. North Korea distanced itself from the outside world through its insistence on self-reliance and its distorted form of Marxist-Leninism (with the exception of China and Envar Xoxha’s Albania). To a certain extent the Korean self-chosen isolation was a positive development for China as it was mainly concerned with keeping the North Koreans under its influence and the US out of the region. North Korea did for a short period break its isolation in the 1970’s when it went on a buying spree around the world, but due to overspending and lack of implementation of the purchased machinery, an economic disaster followed. Once more it
closed its border to the outside world. Interesting to note is that in the late 1950’s North Korea was the success child of the Communist camp and North Korea’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was double that of South Korea. Yet by 1996 North Korea’s GDP was 1000 and South Korea’s was 11,000.\textsuperscript{13} The North Korean economic standstill and eventual regression is unprecedented in the region, especially when taking its promising initiation into consideration.

The interaction between North Korea and China was initially high after the Korean War and during the Cold War in terms of meetings, but then these decreased in frequency and importance.\textsuperscript{14} It is clear that as China begins to open up to the outside world, it attempts to distance itself from North Korea so that its new relations and economic development will not be hindered. Looking a bit closer at China’s foreign relations there is a strong correlation between its improvements of relations with the outside world (and change of leadership) and the decline of the “lips and teeth” relationship that once existing between the two.

The Cold War

During most of the Cold War the Chinese interests clashed with the American interests in Northeast Asia in general, and over Taiwan and the Korean peninsula in particular. From 1950 to the initiation of the "ping-pong" diplomacy in 1971 the relations between China and the US were almost non-existent.\textsuperscript{15} This is not to say that there was instant overwhelming change only because a normalization process was initiated. The reality is that Sino-US relations were limited during most of the Cultural Revolution, and what has become know as the 10 lost years. China had in fact very little substantive contacts with any state outside the communist hardliners (Albania and North Korea).\textsuperscript{16} The Chinese relations with South Korea and Japan where if possible even frostier than with the US, this due to the Chinese refusal to deal with South Korea, which they regarded as illegitimate. This would continue up to 1992 when China and South Korea normalized their relations.\textsuperscript{17} Japan was for a long time, and to certain extent still is, considered by China to be a US puppy, and hence could best be dealt with through the US. Moreover, the war time experience with Japan and its refusal to deal with its past atrocities committed in China and the Korean peninsula, was factor in the Chinese lack of relations with Japan, this despite its formal establishment of diplomatic relations in 1971.\textsuperscript{18}

\begin{itemize}
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\textsuperscript{13} Armstrong, James David, \textit{Revolutionary Diplomacy: Chinese Foreign Policy and the United Front Doctrine} (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977: 80-83). Swansström, Niklas, \textit{Foreign Devils, Dictatorship, or Institutional Control: China’s Foreign Policy Towards Southeast Asia} (Uppsala: Department of Peace and Conflict Research, 2001:52-3). During this time the Chinese developed a fear for instability and chaos (Luan), the chaos that was a direct result of the policies during the Cultural Revolution still affects Chinese polices. China and the Chinese people have developed a strong focus on stability and development, in contrast the disorder that existed for ten years in China. Polices that would threaten to throw China out in a new "chaos" is skillfully avoided, with or without military force, and Beijing would consider and reconsider more than twice before they would act in such cases. There are only a few instances where it would be possible to accept new internal chaos and that is in "defence" of its domestic borders (Tibet, Xinjiang and Taiwan), regional security (North Korea) and a possible direct attack on China.


There was very little cooperation between the communist and capitalist camps over the dispute in the Korean peninsula during the Cold War and this could be explained by a few key factors. The Northeast Asian region was for the better part of the Cold War an ideological battlefield, this was especially apparent in the political sector as economic cooperation was initiated without parallel steps of political cooperation at the end of the Cold War. Moreover, China and North Korea were involved in their own political purification processes, and the US and South Korea were involved in the Vietnam War and its political aftermath. The Korean peninsula was therefore not prioritized among the actors, which made it impossible for any of the states to effectively coordinate their strategies for cooperation rather than confrontation. Furthermore, there were no interests, or political possibilities, for China or North Korea to open up for increased cooperation with the outside world until the end of the Cultural Revolution. For the Chinese and the Americans (and the Russians) the Korean Peninsula was however an issue of influence and security, not to mention international and domestic political prestige. All states involved in the conflict wanted to keep the other side at bay, or if possible in retreat. This was especially true for China, which felt that it was surrounded by aggressive powers; the US in Vietnam, Taiwan, Japan and South Korea, Russia in the North and West, and India in the South-West. It is no surprise that China felt that keeping North Korea under their influence could enhance their security, even if only to a limited extent. The region was caught in a realist nightmare of increased military spending, insecurity and unpredictability and the options for a resolution of the disputes in the region were few.

It was first after the death of Mao Zedong and the rise of Deng Xiaoping that Chinese relations with the outside world really began to change. In the early 1980's China increasingly focused on economic development and engagement in trade without any major considerations for political suitability of the other actors. International trade became crucial for China's development as it realized that it would not be able to rely on its own production. This change was irreversible and impacted the political as well as the economic system in China. It is interesting to note that economic cooperation with South Korea took place long before full diplomatic relations were established, and similarly, trade with Japan has been increasingly important despite some unresolved political issues. During the Cold War period, the Sino-US relations preceded the improvement of relations with all allies of the US, and this was a clear indication that China saw the US as the leader of the capitalist camp. Hence for China, perceiving itself as the leader of the developing world, the US was seen as the natural partner to interact and negotiate with.

A New Tide

With the end of the Cold War the situation in the Korean Peninsula changed, much due to the fact that both China and the US dismantled their ideological rhetoric. Consequently, there was no longer an ideological struggle over the peninsula, even if in many aspects of the Cold War continued. After the fall of the Soviet Union, its inheritor Russia opened up diplomatic relations with Seoul and tried to enhance its relations and cooperation with the United States. Parallel to this, the Chinese post-Cold War policy was first and foremost focusing on economic issues, with emphasis on enhancing the Sino-US trade and
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economic relations. These policy changes among its primary allies made Pyongyang begin to doubt the validity of its mutual defense pact with Moscow, as well as the level of Chinese protection. The North Koreans believed that they no longer could put their trust into the security gained from foreign powers and their promised protection, including being under their nuclear umbrella. As a response to the new situation, Pyongyang decided to accelerate its own nuclear program, a policy option that included the evasion of existing International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) treaty obligations with the excuse that it was not allowed to examine nuclear facilities in the South. This was the beginning of an escalating game of crisis diplomacy and brinkmanship negotiations, a crisis that up to today has not been resolved. At the same time, this was a period of inter-Korean engagement in the legacy of Roh Tae Woo’s Nordpolitik, a situation that arguably Pyongyang utilized to receive maximum benefits from Seoul as well as the US. For each concession Pyongyang received from Washington or Seoul it consequently raised its demands even higher. A similar evasion strategy was used towards IAEA to avoid having to comply with its, and the international community’s, demands concerning its nuclear program. This pattern peaked with Pyongyang’s announcement on March 12, 1993 that it intended to withdraw from the Non-Proliferation Treaty, citing Article X’s provisions allowing withdrawal for supreme national security considerations.

**Political changes and engagement**

The Non-Proliferation Treaty includes a 90 days notification period before a signatory withdrawal takes effect. This left 90 days within which the crisis had to be managed, a conflict that was primarily between North Korea and the US. When this serious and acute crisis erupted the Clinton administration had yet to consolidate power and there was a lack of clear signals from the newly elected President Bill Clinton on what he intended to do with regard to North Korea. This created a most problematic situation in Washington, and although there was a consensus on negotiation no decision to start negotiations was taken until Pyongyang forced the issue in the beginning of May. Within the political structures in the US there was a struggle between hawks and doves on how to approach the North Koreans. President Clinton leaned towards the doves, and a softer approach as favored by most officials in the US State Department was chosen. Washington would now accept to


24 Since the conventional military balance weight towards the South, this even without including US forces, North Korea can not put there trust into security through their conventional military. Even if the North counted in numbers DPRK has a substantial military force, it should be noted that the North Korean equipment are outdated and there is a lack of functional equipment and hence the capacity is not what it first might seem like (Kiesow, Ingolf and Emma Sandström, Spelen Kring Kärnvapnen i Nordkorea och Iran [The Nuclear Games in North Korea and Iran] (Stockholm: FOI, 2003), <http://www.foi.se/raw/documents/32741_korea.pdf> (accessed 10 December 2003). Section on North Korea is in English.


negotiate directly with Pyongyang, a reversal of previous US policy refusing to negotiate without involving Seoul (including Seoul was seen as unacceptable by Pyongyang). This was also the approach recommended by the newly elected Kim Young Sam’s administration, which argued for a stick and carrot approach, combining the threat of United Nation Security Council sanctions with the possibility of trade benefits, security guarantee and possibly the cancellation of the ROK-US annual Team Spirit Exercise. Assistant Secretary of State Robert L. Gallucci was selected as the US representative, and the first formal negotiations were held in New York on June 10 and 11, 1993 with DPRK’s first vice foreign minister Kang Sok Ju. The parties agreed on a joint statement suspending the DPRK withdrawal from the Non-Proliferation Treaty in exchange for US security assurances and an agreement to continue the dialogue “on an equal and unprejudiced basis.” At first, these negotiations were limited to the nuclear issue, but over time extended to include other areas. This was part of the Clinton administration’s change of strategy from a limited step-by-step approach to dealing with Pyongyang, to one focusing on a “through and broad” (comprehensive) approach for solving the crisis in the Korean peninsula.

At this point of the unfolding crisis, the Chinese leadership was in a period of transition. The third generation of leaders was consolidating their positions and powers, while at the same time trying to handle the post-Cold War world order as well as the aftermath of the Tiananmen Square incident. Deng Xiaoping and his elders were successively retiring, and Jiang Zemin consolidated his power. China continued with its “open-door” policy, encouraging foreign investment and the development of a market economy and a private sector. A foreign policy that had to be carefully managed to minimize the risk for internal problems due to outside influences. In other words, the DPRK crisis erupted at a most inappropriate time when Beijing was occupied handling its own internal problems and political changes.

The international community appealed to China to pressure Pyongyang to change it position, but China preferred to maintain a low profile, wielding its influence through hidden channels and at the same time consolidating the domestic situation. This policy choice was at least partially a recognition of the danger of forcing DPRK to negotiate under duress. Beijing had but limited success in convincing Pyongyang to reconsider its policy. This was largely due to the Chinese refusal, of even the idea, of using any form of coercive measure towards DPRK, something that lead the North Koreans to assess and believe that they had the implicit backing of Beijing. Further, Beijing’s policy of informal and non-threatening interaction with regard to North Korea limited the possibility for either US or the international community to convincingly threat Pyongyang with sanctions. Here one should note that the withdrawal of Deng Xiaoping and his generation of leaders, whom had strong personal ties to Kim Il-Sung and his regime, impacted on the effectiveness of the Chinese influence on Pyongyang. It is however difficult to assess to what extent, although it is obvious that North Korea did not appreciate the new leadership in Beijing and their “betrayal” of the communist cause.

At this time, the Sino-US relations focused on engagement and economic cooperation that take priority over the ideological considerations. In Beijing, economic growth was seen as essential to secure comprehensive national strength (zhonghe guoli), and was largely overriding Ideological considerations. Hence, the creation of favorable conditions for economic growth and good economic- and trade relations with the outside world, especially with the US, was of foremost importance.
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30 This approach was opposed by several other sectors of the US administration, as well as some elements in Seoul, who saw this as unacceptable nuclear blackmailing.


importance. The Chinese focus on economic growth was also encouraged by the US. This was part of an attempt to by integrating the PRC in the global economy facilitate for political reforms, a policy that most clearly be seen in the Clinton administration’s separation of economic and political issues. Although this policy was met with some objection from the US congress, the result was an initiation of a more positive relationship between Washington and Beijing. The Chinese was not only focusing on economic growth but another important policy objective was to develop a reputable position in the international community, both to be perceived as a responsible power and to counter the China threat theory (zhongguo weixian lun) that most countries in the region adhered to. The DPRK crisis was a potential stumbling block for the fulfillment of Beijing’s policy goals since it endangered the improved Sino-US relations. But on the other hand not giving DPRK support could allow, according to the Chinese perception, the US to use a strategy of US control that would give them the upper hand in the Korean peninsula.

Ideology and openness

The Sino-DPRK relationship has, as opposed to the Sino-US one, deteriorated during the 1990’s. The “lips and teeth” relationship that once existed is now gone. This was due both to the fact that the fourth generation leaders in Beijing represented by Hu Jintao had very little ideological connections to Pyongyang, but also due to the economic insignificance of DPRK for the Chinese economy. The DPRK’s dependency on the Chinese however, increased as it became more isolated over time, politically as well as financially. Pyongyang’s reliance on the PRC as its sole ally and economic partner, and the impact China has as the major regional power has given Beijing a large leverage and influence over all negotiations with DPRK, even after the decline of personal ties between the regimes. Over time the Chinese policy has changed from one refraining from publicly criticizing Pyongyang, as they believed they could control them in combination with a perception of the

US agenda to be more threatening than any possible situation that could erupt in DPRK to one of more active engagement. Prior to 1993 Beijing had been actively against any pressure towards the DPRK. But with the increased importance of its relations with the US (as well as its regional neighbors) via-à-vis an increasing frustration with DPRK’s positions and brinkmanship games, Beijing started to change this previously absolute position in 1993. There had also been significant pressure from the international community, including Washington and Seoul, on Beijing to soften its stance on the non-use of coercive measures. With Beijing’s increasing frustration a retraction of support to the DPRK followed, and the Chinese also made an unprecedented move to get openly involved in the DPRK negotiations. In May 1993 Beijing abstained from, rather than blocking, a Security Council resolution calling for DPRK to change its position on the nuclear issue. This was the beginning of a Chinese change in policy on the possible use of coercive measures towards DPRK. In 1994, Beijing’s frustration had increased further. This was signaled by a statement that Beijing “would not support” sanctions, which should be seen as an indicator that Beijing might refrain from using its veto in the UN Security Council.

China’s policy changes were difficult to predict due to a lack of transparency in Chinese policy making, and an almost total lack of communication between Beijing and the other involved parties. This limited the possibility for the US and the international community to adjust their polices to China’s, thereby decreasing the possibility to maximize their leverage on Pyongyang. It is however debatable if the US ever has been keen on including China in the negotiations. A general lack of communication and coordination between the US and the members of the international community further hindered the possibility to keep up a united front towards Pyongyang. Moreover, the lack of transparency in the Chinese policy intentions in combination with the US and its allies’

limited measures to influence North Korea, made more forceful measures virtually impossible to implement. Even though China had taken steps towards a harder stance towards Pyongyang, this made it possible for the North Koreans to continue using negotiation strategies and tactics maximizing this lack of coordination among their opponents to their own benefits.

In the negotiations with the North Koreans the Chinese impact was not only affecting the process negatively, but it was also a facilitating factor. Beijing’s impact as an intermediate and facilitator of formal and informal negotiations was considered positive by all parties. Pyongyang did still view PRC as an ally and its involvement in negotiations made Pyongyang feel confident enough to participate even though frustration was growing as Beijing no longer seemed to give complete and unconditional support to Pyongyang. The importance of the Chinese impact is apparent in for example the 1991 “Joint Agreement on the De-nuclearization of the Korean Peninsula”, in the acceptance of IAEA inspections 1992, and the four-party talks in 1994 leading to the Geneva Agreed Framework. In these cases, without the Chinese influence through the use of both informal and formal channels, it would most likely not have been possible to force North Korea to participate. But at the same time, Beijing’s general reluctance to force the North Koreans to participate in formal multilateral negotiations and its continued refusal, which was still the case even after the slight change described above, to use coercive measures, gave Pyongyang the impression that it was relatively safe to continue its brinkmanship game. Not surprisingly, the Chinese impact as a facilitator was in the end limited although it made the Geneva Agreed Framework in 1994.

The 1994-2001 Momentum

After the Geneva Agreed Framework negotiated between Robert Gallucci and Kang Sok Yu signed on October 21, 1994, a period of relative calm followed during the remaining period of the Clinton administration. The North Koreans’ interaction with the outside world following the Geneva framework focused on dialogue and engagement as opposed to confrontation. During the coming years, Pyongyang opened up for both external aid and NGO’s after the torrential typhoon rains in August 1995 and the flooding that followed. This even if North Korea with all likelihood had been forced to open up for aid as the economic situation was disastrous. This was an unprecedented admittance by Pyongyang that it was not able to meet its people’s needs, which was a large step to take for a country that emphasizes the importance of self reliance. As a consequence of increasing aid dependency Pyongyang had to depend on the outside world to a higher degree. Improved relations with the outside world were fundamental in order to increase economic

36 The main elements of the agreed framework have been summarized by Don Oberdorfer (The Two Koreas: A Contemporary History (New York, Basic Books, 2001:357)).

assistance, and following this led to an increased willingness to participate in negotiations- and cooperation can be identified from the DPRK side.

When Kim Il-sung died on the 9th of July 1994 the negotiations with the US was suspended for one month and reinitiated on August 5th. The political transition in North Korea was not without problems and Kim Jong-II was not safely in power for months to come. Nonetheless, when the negotiations were reinitiated it seems as there were no difference between the Great leader and his successor the Dear Leader approach to the negotiations.

Nonetheless, when the Korean Peninsula Energy Development Fund (KEDO) failed to fulfill its undertakings in accordance with the 1994 Geneva Agreement, due to a lack of willingness of the KEDO member states to provide the funding for the promised Light Water Reactor and the promised oil deliveries, Pyongyang retaliated. North Korea threatened to “open and readjust” its Yongbyon facilities on 7 May, 1998, and on 31 August Pyongyang continued it provocations further by launching its three-stage Taepo Dong-I rocketed over Japan (causing major economic and political effects, including a revision of the Japanese defense policy). After these incidents and as a response to the extreme situation in DPRK, Washington decided to send former Secretary of Defense William J. Perry to Pyongyang in an attempt to discuss the possibility for new initiatives to improve US-DPRK relations. This could be seen as a partial success of the nuclear blackmail that DPRK has been accused of doing against the international community. Pyongyang was however intrigued by Perry’s suggestion of step-by-step trying to develop the strained relations in a positive direction, and new negotiations were initiated in the summer of 1999. At this point in time, Pyongyang reached out not only to the US; in May for the first time in five years Kim Jong-II summoned the Chinese ambassador, received the Russian foreign minister in November, and a Japanese parliamentary group in December.

This positive development continued in 2000. Russian President Putin visited Pyongyang in August, and in October US Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright met with Kim Jong-II and held, what she referred to as serious, constructive and in-depth discussions including the possibility of President Clinton visiting Pyongyang. The planning of such a visit received strong support from Kim Dae Jung, the South Korean President at the time. However, many experts claimed that the time was too close to the upcoming US election and as it was a politically sensitive issue it could threaten Vice-President Al Gore’s election campaign. It is also apparent that the North Koreans did not view Clinton as a legitimate negotiation party as he would not be in power after the upcoming elections, having already served two terms. Finally, on December 28th President Clinton cancelled the trip citing “insufficient time to complete the work at hand,” but emphasized that the diplomatic progress made over the past several months held “sufficient promise to continue the effort.” The background to this cancellation was that the Democratic Party and Vice-president Al Gore were losing the election, in combination with the escalating crisis in the Middle East, in which
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administration would not immediately resume negotiations with Pyongyang. He also expressed strong skepticism towards Kim Jong-II as a person and the possibility to verify any agreement with such a closed society as DPRK. Pyongyang’s response was to cancel a planned cabinet level discussion in Seoul, and on March 15 threatened to “react to the enemy’s hardliner stand with the toughest position and take thousand-fold revenge on aggressors.” The detente that had been reached during the Clinton administration had been reversed.

In June 2001 the Bush administration presented its DPRK policy that differed greatly from the Clinton administrations. This policy was a move away from the previously used, and by Pyongyang preferred strategy, which focused on a “broad and through” negotiation approach. Instead the Bush administrations step-by-step issue specific strategy aimed at rewarding actual progress from the DPRK side. President Bush pointed out that DPRK should not be rewarded for previous commitments. The new administration also included a ban on North Korean missile exports and demanded that it changed to a “less threatening” conventional military presence on the peninsula, items which had not been on the negotiation agenda before. Focus was to be not on comprehensive discussions trying to lay a problem-solving puzzle involving all aspects of the Korean crisis, but on specific negotiations regarding for example how to compensate Pyongyang for electricity losses resulting from delays in the construction of reactors in accordance with the 1994 Agreed Framework. Washington also demanded that Pyongyang should take the first step and fulfill its commitments before it

---

45 KCNA, Kim Jong-II pays unofficial visit to China (Pyongyang: KCNA, January 20 2001).
47 On March 6 Collin Powell had said that the US “do plan to engage with North Korea and pick up where President Clinton and his administration left off.” and that “some promising elements were left on the table” and that the US had “a lot to offer that regime if they will act in ways that we think are constructive.” ( cited in Wagner 2001)
would receive any rewards from the US. The logic behind this policy was that DPRK's non-compliance and nuclear blackmail should not be rewarded. This strategy was seen by Pyongyang as "unilateral and conditional in its nature and hostile in its intention". The revised US policy was the opposite of Kim Dae Jung's sunshine policy and focus on flexibility in negotiations. The Washington-Pyongyang relationship continued to deteriorate with President Bush's state of the union address on 29 January, 2002, where he named DPRK together with Iran and Iraq as constituting "an axis of evil, arming to threaten the peace of the world", and DPRK being "a regime arming with missiles and weapons of mass destruction, while starving its citizens".

The relation deteriorated further with President Bush showing his animosity for Kim Jong-Il by calling him a "pygmy" and "a spoiled child". To further problematize the situation the US new National Security Strategy that was released in September 2002 emphasized the use of pre-emptive strikes on states developing weapons of mass destruction, explicitly mentioning DPRK. In October the existing tension turned into a full-blown crisis after James Kelly's visit to Pyongyang, during which DPRK reportedly admitted having a secret uranium enrichment program. This was the initiation of what people in general refer to as the 2002 Korean crisis. The following month the US halted oil shipments to DPRK. In return North Korea expelled two nuclear inspectors, and announced that it would restart the Yongbyon nuclear facilities that had been frozen since 1994. Moreover Pyongyang announced its withdrawal from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty in January 2003. The stage was now set for an alarming conflict between North Korea and the US which could become a reality if no preventive initiatives had been taken.

The Chinese involvement

The Chinese became a key player in the 2002 nuclear crisis, as both the US and DPRK were seeking Chinese backing for their respective positions. In an effort to maintain its own maneuver space, Beijing called for both sides to remain calm and exercise flexibility, giving Beijing the time and opportunity needed to communicate with the two actors and attempt to influence both parties positions, especially the DPRK. The Americans were irritated by Beijing refusing to formally pressure DPRK; China continued its focus on informal influence. The Chinese in turn were frustrated by the Bush approach to handling the crisis, which they believed would only aggravate the situation. However, China also became increasingly frustrated with Pyongyang, which continued to escalate the crisis by restarting the Yongbyong nuclear plant and the testing of short-range ballistic missiles over the Japanese Sea, this

---

56 Kerr, Paul, "North Korea Admits Secret Nuclear Weapons Program", Arms Control Today (November 2002), (Arms Control Association, 2002), <http://www.armscontrol.org/act/2002_11/nkoreannov02.asp> (accessed 17 November 2003). It shall be noted that the US intelligence suspected that DPRK had such a program, although this does not decrease the diplomatic impact of this statement.
57 During this crisis both Washington and Pyongyang accuse each other to have violated commitments under existing agreements. The US stated that DPRK had violated the 1994 Agreed Framework, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty, and its safeguard agreement with IAEA. Pyongyang on the other hand argued that past US actions had already violated the agreed framework, citing reactor construction delays, US economic sanctions and threats of pre-emptive strike, arguing that it was <a unique/special case> in regard to the non-proliferation treaty.
seemingly without taking consideration of Chinese interests. Restarting the Yongbyon plant was for example solely a political manifestation since the plant does not have any economic value due to its smallness and this can only be seen as a bargain chip against the US.

In 2003, Beijing increased its pressure on Pyongyang and it was made very clear that if the North Koreans did not change position, Beijing might reconsider its "would not support" position on sanctions (towards a harder one). High level delegations were sent to Pyongyang and vice versa, and the Chinese message was clear: stop the provocations or suffer the consequences. PRC did also at one point close the oil pipeline supplying oil to DPRK for three days due to "technical difficulties" to make the seriousness of its position clear. The Chinese pressure ultimately led to a trilateral meeting held in Beijing 23-24 April, a compromise between the preference of Pyongyang for bilateral talks and Washington for multilateral talks, and an opportunity for China to increase its influence. This meeting was cancelled after the first day when Li Gun, the head of the Korean delegation, according to US reports, told James Kelly that DPRK already had nuclear weapons. This was arguably a diplomatic move made by the North Koreans to show Beijing their level of frustration over being subjected to Chinese pressure and having an "ally" engaging with its adversaries.

This incident made PRC move closer to Japan, Russia, ROK, and the US, making it more open to deal with DPRK in a more coercive manner, and started emphasizing the importance of multilateral forums. This multilateral approach has been further emphasizes after the Pyongyang decision to scrap the "Joint Agreement on the De-nuclearization of the Korean Peninsula", and its stated ambition of creating nuclear deterrence. On 1 August 2003, the Chinese did manage, by informal pressure, to convince DPRK to participate in six-way talks in Beijing. The outcome of this meeting was only a consensus on the need to meet again, and it was called "the beginning of a process" by the American State Department. However, this process was "cancelled" on October 1 by DPRK's Deputy Foreign Minister Choe Su Hon in his speech in the UN General Assembly. The North Korean ambivalent position was a consequence of an aversion of the US demands that North Korea first had to dismantle their nuclear program before they would give

---


any concessions to North Korea, while Pyongyang wanted a non-aggression treaty before starting any dismantling. It is unclear how big the differences in policy between the two are in reality, since different accounts exist concerning the possibility for the US to accept a step-by-step approach that does not demand the complete dismantlement before addressing Pyongyang’s concerns, but it seems clear that North Korea at least, has to make the first move.64

It is noteworthy that before the talks Chinese officials had discussed that if North Korea did not cede anything during the talks and proceeded with its nuclear program, China would not try to block American efforts to organize sanctions against North Korea through the United Nations Security Council.65 This was something that Pyongyang previously had made clear was equivalent to a declaration of war.66 Soon after the failed talks the Chinese reinforced their armed forces by letting the military assume guard duty instead of the police in the border region, allegedly a “normal adjustment”. The reason for this move was dual; firstly to protect China from the wave of refugees that could follow a possible destabilization of North Korea,67 but also as a signal to Pyongyang that China both disapproved of their behavior and perceived the situation to be most treacherous.


Changes, opportunities and stalemate

Due to the Chinese preference for wielding its influence through hidden channels and the delicateness of the situation in the Korean peninsula, as well as that of the Sino-North Korean relations, the Chinese policy towards North Korea has been most difficult to predict. The same is the case with Pyongyang’s standing, which also has been ambivalent and possibly even harder to fully comprehend and predict. But also the American North Korean policy has neither been clear, nor consequent during the Bush administration. The Bush administration’s has been swinging back and forth between, on the one hand, propositions of engagement and the suggestion of a step-by-step approach to US-DPRK negotiations, and on the other hand, the refusal to negotiate with Pyongyang and personal attacks on Kim Jong-Il and the regime in Pyongyang. A good example of a tough stand would be Undersecretary of State for Arms Control and International Security John Bolton’s statements that North Korea is a “hellish nightmare” and prefiguring a collapse of North Korea.68 The pattern of both favoring engagement, but at the same time adhere to a contradictory tough stand, can even be seen in the statements of President Bush himself, who has been discussing both the possibility of a diplomatic solution, but at the same time arguing for the need of regime change in North Korea and the untrustworthiness of Kim Jong-Il as a person. These US policy inconsistencies have, as a consequence, created a situation where Pyongyang is most suspicious of US policy intentions and goals. Henceforth, it has become most difficult to find a compromise between the US and DPRK that is convincing enough for the latter to get over its fear of US military actions. To further add to the North Korean suspicions, the US (through KEDO) suspended

the light-water reactor project at Kwnho on 5 November, 2003, and further stating a week later that the US has no plans to revive the project. In conclusion, the DPRK's lack of trust towards the US is on an equal level with the latter's distrust of North Korea and their ability to honor agreements.

Towards the end of 2003, there has however been a softening of US policy. This was largely due to the situation in Iraq, which limits the possibility of the US using military actions towards North Korea. The United States military capabilities are today strained, and Washington has shown a decreased willingness to get military involved in a new conflict as a result of the lessons learned from Iraq (and Afghanistan), operations that have been more problematic than initially expected.

Also, military intervention in North Korea would without question be both more dangerous due to the close proximity of South Korea and Japan, and the risk of Chinese intervention. An intervention in North Korea would also have more far ranging effects than the one in Iraq considering the importance and dynamics of the Northeast Asian region, both for the world order and US economic and security interests.

Lately Pyongyang has also shown an increased interest in constructive engagement with Washington and its allies. This is possibly largely due to a combination of the continuously increasing Chinese pressure and the signals from that, regardless of the dangers and risks of military actions, in the end one can never be certain that the US will not utilize its pre-emptive strike doctrine; even if the Afghanistan and Iraq has strained the US military capacity, it has also shown a willingness to use force. However, both Washington and Pyongyang have over time softened their stances. On Oct. 19 2003, President Bush said that the US was willing to provide a written, multilateral guarantee that the United States will not attack North Korea. Later the same month in connection to a Chinese state delegation led by Wu Bangguo, KNCA reported that North Korea had “in principle” accepted a new round of multilateral talks but that no date had been set. Towards the end of 2003 the North Korean stand softened, and step-by-step the number of strings attached to a freeze of its nuclear program decreased and the North Koreans seemed to be ready to make the first move rather than expecting the US make concessions simultaneously. Also, the White House official rhetoric had soften somewhat, and China had increased its pressure on Pyongyang further, according to some sources even to the level of moving the next six-party talk out of Beijing. To assess the prospects of these talks is difficult, but it seems like Pyongyang has begun to understand the seriousness of the situation and Washington has begun to understand how to handle the North Koreans, which in combination with China's determination, might at least make it possible not to replay the incident of the last six-party talks.

Reasons for success and failure

To better understand the reasons for success and failure in negotiations with North Korea one has to look closer at the Chinese behavior and its impact on the negotiations. There are a number of central factors that can be singled out as crucial.

One underlying factor of foremost importance can be identified


in the continuously increasing economic interdependence of the PRC. The economy is a fundamental factor, especially with regard to the progressive changes both in the Chinese approach to negotiations and policy standing towards DPRK. China is today highly dependent on international trade and economic relations with the outside world to sustain the social and political stability, and there are no longer any attempts on behalf of the Chinese government to become self-sufficient. This change in economic reality and subsequent alteration of PCR policy has not surprisingly been followed by a change in the political leadership. China is in its fourth generation of leaders, very few of whom have any connections to the extreme version of communism that exists in DPRK. Consequently, as the North Koreans can offer neither economic development nor political support for the Chinese government, but on the contrary has become a liability, the incentive for Beijing to uphold its traditional all-endorsing support towards the North Koreans has substantially decreased. Consequently, Beijing has progressively opened up for changes towards a hardening its position towards its more and more uncomfortable ally of DPRK.

The new tide of leadership in China has embraced a more pragmatic view of the outside world and is much more concerned about relations with the international community, than with its ideological ties to DPRK. This is true not only with regard to its economic policy, but also to its general foreign policy stance and international engagement. For Beijing, it is of foremost importance to improve its international credibility and reputation as a responsible and constructive actor in the international community.

In addition, the ideological reasons for supporting Pyongyang, which for the lion part of the Cold War made it impossible for the Chinese to deal with the US enemy over key issues with regard to the Korean peninsula, is today largely gone. These factors has made the Chinese involvement more internationally originated, and the Chinese policy towards- and relations with DPRK is today solely based on economic and security reasons.

Nonetheless, North Korea still is crucial for Chinas perceived security interest and the Korean peninsula has been singled out as the “core problem” (hexin wenti) in Northeast Asia. It is essential for Beijing to keep control over, and ensure the continued existence of, the DPRK for a number of reasons. A stable DPRK is essential for Chinese border control and regional influence. A destabilized, or even worse, collapsing North Korea would lead to a large influx of refugees from the state, something that creates problem in the Jilin province already today. A destabilized North Korea would also risk undermining the stability of the Northeast Asian region as a whole, and from a Chinese perspective even worse it would also risk creating a unified Korea under US control. It is also essential for Beijing not to give the impression that it has failed in its North Korean policy. Such a failure would be most difficult to hide, and jeopardize Beijing.s reputation and credibility in the region and in the international community. This is augmented by the long Sino-Korean relationship and the Chinese view of the Korean peninsula as being under Chinese tutelage, a perception that still has very much impact on Chinese behavior in the question. In short, even though being pragmatic on the issue, the Chinese also have security considerations as well as reputation and prestige invested in the Korean Peninsula.

73 Swanström, Niklas, Foreign Devils, Dictatorship, or Institutional Control: China's Foreign Policy Towards Southeast Asia (Uppsala: Department of Peace and Conflict Research, 2001).
Even taken the above factors into account, the Chinese engagement in Korea has mostly leaned towards a pragmatic view, placing its dependency on international trade and stability in the Northeast Asian region at the forefront of policy considerations. The changes in the political leadership, in contrast to many beliefs, has made the Chinese more inclined to assist the international community in its strive to de-escalate the crisis in the Korean peninsula and to restrain other regional states from acquiring nuclear weapons. Despite reluctance towards a US presence in the region and specifically on the peninsula, which would not be acceptable, Beijing has realized that the situation is going out of hand and the current situation needs to be stabilized before DPRK either collapses or is attacked by the US. Hence, it is not unfounded that Beijing has opted for strengthening rather than weakening the DPRK, and such a development can not be successfully undertaken without at least implicit US support, as a US aiming at isolation of, and change of regime in, North Korea undermines such attempts. The benefits of a Sino-US collaboration is apparent, as a strengthening of the DPRK and a de-nuclearization policy are not mutually exclusive. The political system in DPRK is under dispute, even if both the US and China would like to see an opening of the economy in DPRK.

North Korea is also stuck in its traditional negotiation behavior, a negotiation behavior characterized by a unique combination of Confucianism, a distorted form of Marxist-Leninism and isolation. The almost total isolation of North Korea has resulted in social and economical chaos and the creation of a surrealistic perception of the world and DPRK’s role in it. Having reached “the highest form of political thought”, in accordance with Kim Il-Sung’s teachings, the leaders in Pyongyang have the moral right, and obligation, to educate the lesser people. The system becomes impenetrable against criticism as it is based on what is perceived as the scientific truth in combination with a hierarchical world based on Confucianism where leaders can not be questioned. As a result of the (partly) self-chosen isolation, and a perception of the external world as an ignorant oddity that has not understood the teachings of Kim Il-Sung, North Korea has shown a total ignorance of the outside world. But at the same time the North Koreans have a strong feeling of vulnerability for the outside world, an environment they do not understand. The North Korean system of belief and thinking is underlying Pyongyang’s insistence on bilateral negotiation with the US. This insistence is a consequence of the perception that the US and the DPRK is the only legitimate parties of the Korean conflict, as the Republic of Korea is considered illegitimate by the North Koreans. Pyongyang’s behavior is affected by a feeling of being surrounded by the US and its “puppets” Japan and ROK, and being abandoned by its only ally, the PRC, whom they perceive as having engaged with the enemy (i.e. the US). As has been seen above, this perception has had an empirical validity as China has turned more towards the international community and engaged not only economically but also politically with the US and South Korea, while moving away from North Korea. To be properly understood, Pyongyang’s behavior and policies has to be understood in the context of the above described world view and feelings of vulnerability.

The outcome in the North Korean question has not only been dependent on North Korean and Chinese engagements. The changes in the US position regarding negotiations with North Korea have also been crucial for both the success and failure of the negotiations. The more conciliatory and accepting position of the Clinton administration in its

negotiations with the North Koreans arguably made some progress, even if not solving the underlying problems. With the Bush administration’s tougher stand, the conflict has escalated and the differences between the parties have increased. The case might be that the Bush administration has clearly showed the North Korean leadership what the US position is, but this has in no way affected the negotiations in a positive way. Moreover, the Clinton administration was more prepared for the erratic behavior of the North Korean leadership, something that enhanced their ability to successfully negotiate with Pyongyang.

The difference between the two US administrations is largely dependent on the personalities of the leading actors in the US (Bill Clinton and George W. Bush) and impact on the communication over the Korean peninsula. Kim Jong-II has taken, for his part, what appears to be, an irrevocable position based on his superior moral, principles of Juche, and his need for internal and external security. The same was true for his predecessor Kim II-Sung. Bill Clinton who did not, at least in public, take a strong ideological or irrevocable position against either Kim Jong-II as a person or North Korea as a state, showed more acceptance for the North Korean way of thinking and their behavior. This was the logic of his pragmatic approach towards North Korea and the Korean conflict, and instead he sought for an acceptance for Kim Jong-II and the North Korean interests, and attempted to find compromises and conciliation regardless of what he thought about him as a person for the best of negotiations. This can be contrasted with George W. Bush who has taken an almost irrevocable position based on high moral principles to combat North Korea, and their leader Kim Jong-II who he considers to be a “godless person that is evil”. Both individuals have based their attitudes on stances that are based on superior moral and this has made it difficult to revert from their positions. Despite that some attempts to bridge the differences between George W. Bush and Kim Jong-II has been undertaken by the Chinese, but these attempts have been largely unsuccessful.

There have been a lack of communication between all the different actors, a failure that no longer can be dismissed as unsolvable or natural due to ideological factors to the same extent as during the Cold War. A failure of communication exists not only between Pyongyang and Washington and its allies, but also between China and Pyongyang. There is also a lack of effective communication between Beijing and Washington, as well as among US and its allies Japan and South Korea, this has decreased the international impact and given North Korea a possibility to play China and the US against each other. The communication failure between the North Koreans and the US and its allies are apparent, and is an expected problem that is part of the negotiation process and that it is the relationship that is most difficult to change. This both because it is part of the North Koreans negotiation strategy to be unclear in their communication, and due to a general lack of incentive among the parties to firm, and clear, state their intentions. The most important communication failure has however been between China and the US between whom the communication has been mediocre, to say the least. This if most unfortunate as the North Korean situation can hardly be solved without China, as it has a leverage over North Korea that all other states lack. It is probably the only state that in the end can have a real impact on North Korea’s strategies, at least with non-violent methods. This is the case even if Beijingarguable does not have the same influences on the North Korean regime as has previously been the case. There are in fact several commonalities between the Chinese and US positions that could be developed, but no effective strategies have been taken in cooperation with each other. The most apparent common denominators are possibly the fact that both the US and China would like to see the Korean peninsula as a nuclear free zone, even if the reasons might differ, and to open up the North Korean economy. The same positions are shared by all other states in the region. These shared goals could have been used as a base for cooperation, would not the communication have been so mediocre and the distrust between the parties so great. This lack of communication has been used skillfully by North Korea, which has played out the Chinese and Americans against each other. Noteworthy, even if less central, is the lack of effective
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communication between Washington and its two regional allies in Seoul and Tokyo. Tokyo has had its own interests that it has pursued without any extensive communication and coordination with its allies. In the case of Seoul there have been more attempts to communicate and coordinate with the US. The failure in communication has as a consequence resulted in a situation where Seoul and Washington have sent separate and different signals on their policy stand towards Pyongyang, sometimes even to the extent that it has shown an open division between US hard line policy and a South Korean focus on engagement and dialogue.

As a consequence of the failure in communication there has been a lack of policy coordination, something that is especially important with regard to the PRC and the US policies. That the policy coordination between the two has been lacking, or at best been mediocre, is painfully apparent. There have been no political interests from neither the Chinese nor the Americans during the period from 1950 to today to communicate and cooperate on their Korean policies, with a short exception during the Clinton administration where we could see some progress in communication between the two. The fundamental problem has been that Beijing has not been ready to support the US in the Korean peninsula out of fear of a unified Korea under dominated by the US, and without Chinese participation it has been, and still is, extremely difficult to be successfully solve the Korean issue. The point of division has been security; the Americans have after the Cold War had little understanding for the perceived Chinese security needs. China has on the other hand not shown much understanding and acceptance of the US domestic politics.

This problem in policy coordination is closely linked to the lack of communication between the actors and the lack of predictability in their respective Korean policies. Neither China, nor the US, have been ready to disclose their agendas or in any effective way communicate their intentions. This has been, and is, the case regardless of the negative impact on the possibility to reach a negotiated solution of the Korean conflict. The secrecy regarding the domestic policies and the reluctance to discuss options has been an unfortunate characteristic of the conflict, not to mention the lack of transparency of the North Korean policy; objectives. The North Korean strategy has been hidden in a cloud of mis that not even the Chinese have been able to penetrate. This has made it necessary for all involved parties to calculate according to worst case scenarios, in the Chinese case either American troops at their border or war at the Korean peninsula.

Conclusion – the necessity of China

When looking closer at the North Korean negotiation one is not only struck by the lack of constructive dialogue and cooperation between the two most important actors, China and the US, but also by the lack of incentives for China to protect North Korea as long as their security and regional influence is guaranteed. This sets a scene that seems to be ripe for a more cooperative behavior between China and the US. Considering that the situation could easily escalate towards a new conflict on the Korean peninsula, a conflict that no one would benefit from, enhances the prospects for such a cooperative development from both the Chinese and American governments. The risk for escalation and lack of communication also applies to the other parties, especially to South Korea and Japan, but also to Russia that have been trying to play a role in the negotiations during the last couple of years. Further, when assessing the importance of preventive actions and the possible impact of a crisis in the Korean peninsula one also has to take the very real, possibly imminent, risk of a regional nuclear proliferation which both raises the stakes further, and makes the possible consequences of military conflict even more devastating.80

Beijing’s active involvement in the negotiations has to be increased, this despite the fact that China has preferred to take the back-seat for a long time and both the US and DPRK has been reluctant to

80 A proliferation of nuclear capabilities in the Northeast Asian region would possible also undermine the international non-proliferation regime, legitimizing the development of pursuing nuclear capabilities.
involve China. There are a manifold of reasons for incorporating China, but most important is the leverage China has over North Korea. There is simply no single- or coalition of states that can wield the same leverage over North Korea as China can, not even a united international community can act effectively without Chinese involvement. This has been particularly clear with regard to the energy sector and food supplies, and as long as Pyongyang believes that China will continue to support them they will have little incentive to change. This dependence on China could be used both as a carrot and a stick. We have for example seen that China has used its energy leverage to effectively threaten the government in Pyongyang, and the North Koreans are well aware that Beijing would not hesitate to use their leverage with regard to the North Korean dependency on Chinese energy again, if this serves their purposes. This is also one of the main reasons why North Korea is trying to open up for international trade and cooperation with other partners, since this would decrease the Chinese leverage.

One possible path that has been widely discussed among scholars, as well as in policy circles, is the possibility to use more coercive measures, including sanctions, to increase Pyongyang’s willingness to make compromises and concessions, and to at least honor agreements. Needless to say, the inclusion of China is necessary if sanctions are to be used successfully against the government in Pyongyang. Without a doubt, sanctions would pass unnoticed if China continued to support North Korea. This is not to say that sanctions are a preferred strategy, but simply that Chinese support is central. The possible effectiveness of sanctions is however more problematic than being dependent only on Chinese support. Currently most of the North Korean revenues are gathered through illegal trade with weapons and drugs. A major proportion of the North Korean economy is based on these trades. It is

North Korea is thought to produce more than 40 tons of opium a year making it the world’s third largest opium exporter and the sixth largest heroin exporter, and further it is also producing and exporting large quantities of amphetamine to Japan. It has been estimated by US Officials that the North Korean regime earns between $500 million and $1 billion a year on the illicit drug trade, for example believed that the Russian mafia is cooperating with the North Koreans over the drug trade going both to- and through Russia to Europe, and the North Korean community in Japan is also believed to be part of this trade in cooperation with the Japanese Yakuza. Needless to say, Beijing can not control the illegal parts of the Korean economy and the Chinese have limited effect on these trades, but there is a possibility that Chinese pressure on the North Korean regime in combination with a fight against the part of the illegal trade that crosses over Chinese territory would have some impact. Chinese support is also essential if one shall be able to do something about the problem related to the legal status of some of North Korea’s exports, such as missile technology that is one of North Korea’s main sources of revenue. One incentive for the Beijing to pursue its policy on these issues is the fact that the illegal trade in arms and drugs is threatens to arm rebels in China and increase the drug usage in the country.

To the importance of China in the economic sector, it should also be added that, even if a reluctant one, it is North Korea’s only ally. The...
regime in Pyongyang can not expect any assistance from any other state, even if South Korea has been one of the more reconciliatory states and has attempted to cooperate rather than to clash with the North Koreans. This is, needless to say, because the South Koreans has the most to loose as the North Korean war machine is directed towards them, and also as a consequence of the aim of reunification. Despite its promises, although increasingly vague ones, to defend North Korea China has neither the financial capacity, nor the military capability, to fight a full scale war in Northeast Asia against its main trade partners. This is not to say that a Chinese intervention in a conflict in the Korean peninsula is not possible, but it would be a disaster for the Chinese regime which would risk being undermined, and it would without a doubt be a catastrophe for its international position, reputation, and economy.

The importance of China can be seen in the pattern of the development of Chinese and North Korean policy changes, where Pyongyang reacts to changes in Beijing’s policy. Pyongyang knows that it has to react with precision on China’s policy changes, this as they are highly dependent on China, their only ally at the time, and due to its dependence of China’s support, even when being a increasingly reluctant support. The North Koreans do not necessarily always follow in the direction that would be preferred by Beijing, but it does offer an alternative to open negotiations that so far has suited both Beijing’s and Pyongyang’s interests of keeping a low profile and the US out of DPRK.

Having but one reluctant ally, it is only good fortune for Pyongyang that there has been little or no cooperation between China and the US over the Korean issue. The reluctance of China to cooperate with the US, and the US refusal to engage China in the negotiation process due to their respective, perceived as divergent, security interests has been masterly used by the North Koreans, who have maneuvered skillfully between both states. This has changed in the last few years with an accentuation of engagement in the question after the nuclear crisis in 2002. The changes in the Chinese position has emerged from its need to be incorporated in the international economy and its need for regional stability to sustain its current economic development, but also a political maturation that has distanced them from the North Korean regime. This positive trend towards better communication between the US and China is crucial to continue and develop further. It can be established that China and the US are crucial for the possibility of a peaceful development in the peninsula, the former due to its position in the region and its relation with North Korea, and the latter through its financial and political engagement. Beijing and Washington do have agendas that differ in more than one aspect, but there are several aspects of the Korean peninsula that all actors agree on, such as the importance of preventing nuclear proliferation in the region, the need to avoid a new war in the peninsula, and the importance of good economic development in the region, and the opening up of North Korea’s economic relations with the outside world. Continued communication should be focused on what the actors do agree on, not their differences. Furthermore, they need to do their outmost to convince North Korea to adhere to the negotiated outcomes.

The tricky part is that all parties need to accept that there are different political systems in the region and that the agendas and security needs differ. Regardless if North Korea is considered to be a country controlled by a “godless and evil” individual or not, the short-term focus should be on increasing the security in the region, rather than to change the

---

82 The US involvement in the conflict is the most unclear, this as the other actors such as South Korea, Japan and China physically can not separate them from the problem and the engagement in the region is high. The engagement form the US is dependent on several issues such as domestic opinion and the support from the congress. It would today be highly unlikely that the Congress would support a pre-emptive strike against North Korea as they do not see this issue as the most pertinent, but still its policies largely hinder constructive engagement with DPRK. Afghanistan, Iraq, and the war on terrorism are prevailing on the US security agenda. The financial commitment is also pending on domestic support and currently the US is bogged down by the largest budget deficit ever in the US and a decreasing support from President Bush to deal with the “Axis of Evil” powers, as long s it costs huge amounts of financial resources and increased domestic taxes.
region in its fundaments. This does not mean that the US can not work for political change in North Korea, but only that regional security has to be the primary issue, leaving the long-term questions to be dealt with at a later stage. The kind of approach taken by the US in recent years with policy continuously shifting between trying to change the regime in Pyongyang and to have sincere negotiations, often at the same time, has not worked, will not work, and can not work. The mix up of these different policy objectives do not only prevent the current situation from being resolved, it can also potentially throw the region into a full scale war.

This is not to say that the DPRK conflict will be solved once China and the US agree on how to proceed, but only that this is the first road block that needs to be removed to be able to effectively negotiate with DPRK and reach a satisfying solution to the conflict. To move the negotiations forward and to prevent an intensification of the conflict, all actors in the region, including the US, will have to accept DPRK as a political entity and accept that they have legitimate security concerns. Due to the vulnerability and isolation of the North Koreans, the other actors need to understand their special situation and take it into consideration. This is not to say that bad behavior should be rewarded or that DPRK should be handled with silk gloves, but the situation is however in need of de-escalation and for the long term benefits of the international community might have to be lenient towards DPRK in the short term.

Regardless of the improvements in communication and coordination between PRC, the US, and its allies, there also needs to be an adjustment of the DPRK position if the negotiations are going to be successful. The US has had a point in that Pyongyang has been noncompliant and it needs to open up for multilateral negotiations and prove its reliability. The Chinese leverage should be used both as a carrot and a stick to encourage Pyongyang’s compliance with the negotiated agreements. In recent years, Beijing has illustrated that it has both the political will and the tools to use its leverage, and the Chinese are instrumental for future success of negotiations with the DPRK and consequently for the peaceful future of the peninsula. Beijing needs to both accept and understand its instrumental role, and demonstrate a determination in its policy. Also, Beijing must show a willingness to enforce punishment for DPRK non-compliance, enhance cooperation and coordination with the US and other parties. There is also a need among all parties to recognizing the necessity for everyone to look beyond their own national agendas to resolve a possibly devastating crisis.